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We Care…
BL Tech created the world that all of us can share happiness, building eco-friendly 
product and energy. BL Tech cares the world we live and people living all over the 
world by designing the product that everyone can be satisfied. 

Because We care.
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Better Life, Business Leader
BL Tech promises that all of our customers and end users can be satisfied with 
our world class products and services which aim for providing all the people with 
higher level of medical and cultural benefit.
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Neal cast is a synthetic casting tape for rigid or soft immobilization and comes in wide variety of colors. The tape 
combines a knitted fiberglass or polyester fabric with water activity resin. Neal cast is flexible and elastic for every 
direction for better immobilization. 

Feature

Safety material for patient's comfort

Eco-friendly material 
(Polyester fabric)

High X-ray transmit

Easy to cut (Premium polyester)

Less sticky for preventing excessive blood pressure 
but adhesiveness are still good
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Order code

Color Index

H : NEAL PLUS CAST
A : NEAL ALPHA CAST
P : NEAL PREMIUM CAST

Color IndexWidth : 
2~5 inch

F : Fiberglass
P : Polyester

OR

WH

YL

GR PU

BK

PN

GY

BL

SB

RD

DB

N H C 3 P O R

How to use

1. Wear the protective gloves prepared.

2. Cover the injury area with cotton bandage and stockinette 

(Neal Underpad recommended)

3. Choose appropriate size of product and open it.

4. Immerse cast in clean and room temperature (20℃) water for 10 seconds.

5. Squeeze out excess water a couple of times.

6. Construct the cast by wrapping with slight tension.

7. Mold the cast smooth and rub the bandage.

Precaution

1. Disposable medical gloves should be worn while handling the product because the

polyurethane resin in NEAL CAST will adhere firmly to unprotected skin and cloths.

2. Swabbing gently with acetone may help to remove the resin from the skin and cast equipment if done immediately.

3. If the bandaged casts are in the wet state, the casts must be dried carefully by any

kind of towel or portable hairdryer. Too frequent wetting or ineffective drying can lead to skin maceration or other complications.

4. This casting material imposes fewer restrictions on patients, which a heavy plaster cast does. 

Therefore, patients should be cautioned against vigorous activities which may interfere with proper healing or cast care.

PRODUCT
CODE SPECIFICATION

INNER BOX SHIPPING BOX

ROLLS ROLLS

NHC-2 5.0 cm x 4.0 m 10 100

NHC-3 7.5 cm x 4.0 m 10 100

NHC-4 10 cm x 4.0 m 10 100

NHC-5 12.5 cm x 4.0 m 10 100

NHC-6 15.0 cm x 4.0 m 10 100

NAC - 4F - OR NEAL ALPHA CAST, Fiberglass, 4 inch, Orange color

NEAL PREMIUM CAST, Polyester, 2 inch, Blue colorNPC - 2P - BL

Wonderful rigidity Less sticky to prevent excessive blood pressure 
Improved flexibility and moldablity

Use BL tech’s self-developed polyester fabric and polyurethane resin 
Marvelous adhesiveness between layers Extraordinary flexibility and 
moldablity Easier to cut with cast cutter

Flexible after application Can be cut with medical scissors. 
Used in light bone crack and 
sprain Used as braces by building immobilization

Excellent rigidity Provide with similar feeling like 
traditional casting tape Less resin migration to 
improve long-term storage
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Neal splint is an orthopedic splint made by polyester non-woven fabric or fiberglass impregnated with water 
activity resin. The outer pad made of hydrophobic polypropylene fabric has shortens drying time, so patients can 
keep the dry skin. It prevents secondary infection and also provides patients with comfort. 

Feature

Patients comfort -Fast dry time

Eco-friendly material 
(N-type, S-type)

Lighter and Strong rigidity with 
Resin technology

Unique type that evade patent issue of 
splint product
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Order code

H : NEAL SPLINT SPECIAL TYPE
S : NEAL SPLINT PREMIUM

F : Fiberglass
N : Non-woven Polyester

R : Roll Type 
P : Precut Type

Width : 2~6 inch Length : Roll 450cm 
Precut 12~50 inch

How to use

1. Choose appropriate Splint Roll type or Pre-cut type for injury part.

2-1. (Roll type) Pull out the length as needed and cut the splint. Fold the end of the pouch and clip it completely with provided Clip. 

2-2. (Pre-cut type) Use it all at once after opening.

3. Immerse in the water for 10 seconds until saturated.

4. Squeeze out excess water.

5. Roll up the splint with towel to dry excess water on the splint.

6. Apply the splint to the injured area and secure it with elastic bandage or similar means.

Precaution

1. Make sure to use disposable gloves to prevent any urethane resin from smearing onto skin.

2. If necessary, wash off any resin on skin, utensils or clothing with acetone. Note that this is only possible before the resin hardens. 

3. If the packaging is punctured at all due to carelessness, tightly seal the hole to prevent the product from hardening.

4. if the packaging gets wet, wipe well with a dry towel and dry in a cool area.

5. The product is lightweight, thin and strong but avoids impact or excessive activity which may 

hinder recovery or alter the shape of the splint and cause additional damage.

6. Remove any sharp parts or wrap with the nonwoven part during treatment as 

sharp parts of the hardened support can cause more damage once hardened.

PRODUCT CODE SPECIFICATION 
SHIPPING BOX

ROLLS

NH(N)RS-2450-N(F) 5.0 cm x 450 cm 8

NH(N)RS-3450-N(F) 7.5 cm x 450 cm 8

NH(N)RS-4450-N(F) 10 cm x 450 cm 8

NH(N)RS-5450-N(F) 12.5 cm x 450 cm 8

NH(N)RS-6450-N(F) 15 cm x 450 cm 8

NHRS - 4450 - N

NEAL ROLL SPLINT,  Polyester, 4 inch, 450 cm

NEAL PRE-CUT SPLINT, Fiberglass, 5 inch, 34 inch

NHPS - 5034 - F

Excellent rigidity wonderful moldablity Good for users who 
prefer traditional product Less resin migration for long-term storage

Eco-friendly since it can be burnt 20% lighter than fiberglass type no sharp edge unlike fiberglass type

Single polyester splint type makes more comfortable and safety application.

HN R S 3 4 5 0 N
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Neal underpad is tubular bandage used as skin protect bandage when casting tape operation.
It made from Aerosilber yarn that skin-irritate free and water-repellent. 
It drains water well and dries very fast to provide extraordinary comfort to patients. 
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Order code

NUP : Neal Underpad 
NUPP : Neal Underpad Pre- cut

Width : 2~6 inch Length

How to use

1. Cut Underpad twice as long as application area.

2. Adhere the cut Underpad two fold to affected area for protection.

3. Fold and roll up the edge so that the edge may not be loose.

4. Apply to the affected area in accordance with the splint processing instructions. 

If thighs and wrinkles are much different in diameter such as long-leg, 

Underpads with two kinds of width shall be used for processing. 

In this case, Underpad shall be folded carefully, so that affected area shall not be exposed.

Precaution

1. NEAL Under-Pad drains moistures and dries quickly due to water repellent processing. 

However, do not take shower or bath without consent by the doctor.

2. NEAL Under-Pad shall be kept in cool place in normal temperature. 

If kept in warm or humid place, this product may lose water repellent function.

3. This product protects affected area and skin from the splint. 

However, please be careful as bumping or excessive movement may cause secondary injury.

4. This product is disposable medical device, and shall always be processed by a doctor or other qualified persons.

5. If this product is used in mixture with casting tapes of other manufacturers, 

water repellent effect may be deteriorated due to low ventilation. 

If this product is used in mixture with glass fiber products, the glass fiber dust may enter the raw textile and cause stimulation on 

skin, hence use in mixture with NEAL Cast Polyester product is recommended.

PRODUCT CODE SPECIFICATION 
SHIPPING BOX

ROLLS

NUP-2100 5 cm x 10m 16

NUP-3100 7.5 cm x 10m 12

NUP-4100 10 cm x 10m 10

NUP-5100 12.5 cm x 10m 8

NUP-6100 15 cm x 10m 8

NUP - 4100

Neal Underpad, 4 inch x 10m, 1 Roll / Box

Neal Underpad Pre-cut, 4 inch X 50 cm, 10 Pcs / Box

NUPP - 4050

Feature

Aerosilver yarn that quickly drying function 
and antibiotic unction together

 Excellent comfort 

Water-repellent, safety from skin irritation 
(Test ISO 10993-10:2002E)

 Easy to use

UN P X X X X
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Smile KIT maximizes patient comfort by minimizing areas of increased strength. Reduce unnecessary areas to 
induce natural patient movement, increase patient recovery speed by securing the affected area, and increase 
comfort while wearing. Made from a set of all the product lines needed for the procedure, it is a collection of 
products with the best technology of the current cast procedure. 

Feature

Included Underpad product

Included Polyester Cast of Premium

Minimizing support area (Core splint)

Easy to use and short operation time
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Order code

Color Index

How to use

1. Cut the underpad by the required length of the processed area. Fold the cut underpad in two fold and Cover the injury area.

2. Immerse the core-splint into water for 10 seconds. Squeeze out excess water. Apply to the area.

3. Open the smile cast. Immerse the cast into water for 10 seconds. Squeeze out excess water a couple of times. 

4. Construct the cast by wrapping.

5. Mold the cast for 3-5 minutes.

Precaution

1. Disposable medical gloves should be worn while handling the product because the 

polyurethane resin in SMILE CAST will adhere firmly to unprotected skin and cloths.

If polyurethane resin is stained on your skin, clothes and cast equipment, 

swab it gently with acetone immediately to remove the resin.

2. Seal the package if it punctured from your carelessness, or the product will be harden.

3. If the bandaged casts are in the wet state, the casts must be dried carefully by any kind of towel or portable hairdryer. 

Too frequent wetting or ineffective drying can lead to skin maceration or other complications.

4. This casting material imposes fewer restrictions on patients, which a heavy plaster cast does.

Therefore, patients should be cautioned against vigorous activities which may interfere with proper healing or cast care.

PRODUCT 
CODE

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

UNDER-PAD CORE-SPLINT SMILE CAST

SKSA(Short Arm) 3 inch x 80cm 2 inch x 20cm 3 inch x 1ea

SKLA(Long Arm) 3 inch x 120cm 2 inch x 20cm 3 inch x 2ea

SKSL(Short Leg) 4 inch x 120cm 3 inch x 30cm 3 inch x 1ea + 4 inch x 1ea

SKLL(Long Leg) 4 inch x 200cm 3 inch x 40cm 3 inch x 1ea + 4 inch x 2ea

SKSA-BL

Smile KIT Short Arm Blue Color

Smile KIT Short Leg Green Color

SKSL-GR

Color Index

WH GR BL

SA : Short Arm
LA : Long Arm

SL : Short Leg
LL : Long Leg
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Neal customizing Brace are exclusively created and built by BL Tech, its basic concept is to fit and follow the 
body curves of each patient's. It gets rid of all inconveniences of old-type braces with metal or plastic bar. Its 
performance is quite similar to thermoplastic applied braces but the biggest difference from thermoplastic is that 
Neal Brace never needs the heating machine which is uncomfortable, costly and heavy. All you need is a half glass 
of pure water to make your own brace. It's very unique technology to harden the splint with small amount of water 
and it took years to invent it and it's been developed with the capital of government subsidy by BL's R&D team. 

How to use

1. Open the splint pouch and spray water about 10 times.

2. Squeeze out excess water on the splint by rolling up the pouch and splint together.

3. Put the splints into pockets.

4. Wear the brace and tighten the inner band

5. Mold it as desired and hold it 5 minutes.

6. After 10 minutes, you will get your own brace without any inconvenience.

7. You can adjust the elastic belt as much as desired."

Precaution

1. Make sure to use disposable gloves to prevent any urethane resin from smearing onto skin.

2. If necessary, wash off any resin on skin, utensils or clothing with acetone. Note that this is only possible before the resin hardens.

3. If the packaging is punctured at all due to carelessness, tightly seal the hole to prevent the product from hardening.

4. If the packaging gets wet, wipe well with a dry towel and dry in a cool area.

5. Patients should be cautioned against vigorous activities which may interfere with proper healing or splint’s form 

preservation although this product is designed to customize patient’s body.

Feature

Quick and easy use method

Perfectly reusable

Light weight and Slim design

Perfectly fit to each patient's body

 Great stabilization and relief 
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Order code / Size : NCBB-(S/M/L/XL/XXL)

Order code / Size : NCKB-(S/M/L)

Order code / Size : NCWB-(L/R)-(S/M/L)

Order code / Size : NCAB/(S/M/L)
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BL tech has been leading the future business with our  
exclusive polymer technology and striving to meet 
our customer's needs in advance.

We builds unique products with extraordinary performance and quality.
We are keen to be responsive to customer's needs and consumer's demand.
With BL tech, You can’t simply fail in your business
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History

2006. 05 Established

2006. 07 ISO9001 certified

2006. 09 CE certified

2006. 11 Neal Splint Premium & Neal Underpad Patent registered.

2008. 04 ISO13485 certified

2009. 05 Vendor contract with "O"company

2012.09 Vendor contract with "B"company

2013.04 Vendor contract with "H"company

2013.12 Vendor contract with "M" company

2014.09 NEAL CUSTOMIZING BRACES lounched

2014.12 Awarded $3 Million Export Top

2016.03 Release the new product Smile KIT

2016.10 Established Wonju Branch
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Partners World Wide
BL tech’s products provide outstanding value, clear solutions for customers 
across the globe.

Venezuela

USA

Mexico

Korea
China

Saudi Arabia

Turkey

England

India
Nigeria

Egypt

Yemen

Hungary
Romania

Ukraine

Iran

Lebanon

Italy

Swiss

Poland

Morocco

Spain

France

Netherlands

Germany

Russia

Australia

Japan

Hongkong
Vietnam

Thailand

Philippines

Indonesia

Malaysia

South Africa
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Only BL tech
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Keep your eyes on BL tech Healthcare because our best has yet to come.



84, Toegyenonggong-ro, Chuncheon-si, Gangwon-do, Korea(Rep.)
Tel. 033-264-2686 Fax. 031-629-5216 E-mail. sales@bl-tech.co.kr

www.bl-tech.co.kr


